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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Donated by Anna Sheidegger in 1954 (Acc. 454).

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Anna Sheidegger Papers (SC 454), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Born Anna Oien in Norway. Employed as a cook and domestic servant at Ole Viker Farm near Halstad, Minn., later at Grandin No. 4 Farm, also near Halstad, Minn. Wed Adolph E. Scheidegger. Later moved to Fargo, N.D.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Interview with Anna Scheidegger and her cousin, Adolph Oien, concerning her life. Includes her first job at the Ole Viker farm, working from 3 a.m. to midnight, cooking at Grandin No. 4 Farm near Halstad,
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Minn., John Wynan, farm manager, description of her daily schedule and of the cook car, rules for behavior of hired men and female staff, bug infested bunkhouses at Grandin Farms, John Konen, August Oien, her uncle and also a Norwegian immigrant.
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